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1 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

  Peripheral blood mononuclear cells which include lymphocytes and monocytes 

play important role in the adaptive and innate immune responses. Cell mediated 

immunity is sub served by lymphocytes and innate immunity by granulocytes, monocytes 

and macrophages. Ion channels on the cell membrane play significant roles during 

activation of these immune cells The activation of lymphocytes is dependent on function 

of voltage gated potassium channels, calcium activated potassium channels and calcium 

release activated channels(CRAC) channels(1). Similarly, voltage gated proton currents 

play a key role in the respiratory burst of phagocytic cells(2).  

 

The expression of these ion channels on the membrane may change when the cells 

are exposed to culture environment in which they may undergo differentiation. Further, 

the function of these ion channels can be modulated  by certain drugs for therapeutic 

purposes (3,4). Drugs may also alter the expression of ion channels on the cell membrane 

(5,6). Vitamins act as immunomodulants and are known to alter gene expression in 

immune cells (7–9). The present work involves study of the changes in two ionic currents 

in peripheral blood mononuclear cells during culture and the effect of vitamin C on these 

currents when it is present in supraphysiological concentrations in the culture 

environment. 
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Monocytes and their function: 

 

Monocytes, the largest of the white blood cells and their tissue counterparts 

macrophages play diverse roles in the defense of the body against pathogens. They are 

efficient phagocytes and have robust intracellular mechanisms that can kill the pathogen 

after being ingested. The cells are capable of chemotaxis and move to the site of infection 

and inflammation where they encounter the pathogen which they internalize by 

phagocytosis. The principal mechanism of intracellular killing is by production of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) like superoxide and hydrogen peroxide. The cells also 

have preformed enzymes in the cytoplasm which also help in the killing of the pathogen. 

 

The superoxide ions are generated by the action of the enzyme NADPH oxidase 

present in the membrane of the phagosome. This mechanism of respiratory burst, which 

consumes oxygen for the generation of superoxide radicals is similar to that found in 

neutrophils. The superoxide radical formed then undergoes dismutation to form hydrogen 

peroxide with the help of the enzyme superoxide dismutase. These oxygen free radicals 

cause damage to the pathogens by causing peroxidation of lipids and by altering proteins 

and nucleic acids. 

 

Monocyte –macrophage system: 

 

Monocytes stay in circulation for a short span after which they migrate to the 

tissues. In the tissues they get differentiated to macrophages in response to presence of 
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soluble stimuli. The process of differentiation is accompanied by changes in the 

morphology of the cell and acquisition of distinct functional capacities. Monocytes 

migrate to a large number of tissues and together they form the monocyte macrophage 

system previously referred to as the reticuloendothelial system. The cells that form the 

monocyte macrophage system include the Kupffer cells in the liver, alveolar 

macrophages in the lung, splenic macrophages, osteoclasts in bone, peritoneal 

macrophages, microglia in brain and the renal macrophages. These tissue macrophages 

vary in morphology and are involved in the innate immune responses but they do have 

distinct functional roles to play which is specific to the tissues in which they reside. 

 

 The cells of the mononuclear phagocyte system take up substances by 

phagocytosis and pinocytosis. Phagocytosis is internalization of large particles while 

pinocytosis involves uptake of fluids. Macrophages undergo activation when exposed to 

chemical factors like lipopolysachharide and interferons. Activated macrophages have 

marked antimicrobial, antitumor activity, have enhanced capacity to secrete cytokines 

and for antigen presentation. Macrophages activated by lipopolysachharide have an 

increased capacity for phagocytosis and secrete large amounts of superoxide and nitric 

oxide.  

 

The macrophages apart from being good phagocytes also secrete numerous 

cytokines that influence the function of other immune cells. The cytokines that are 

secreted include IL-1, IL-6, GM-CSF, TNF, IL-8, platelet derived growth factor, vascular 

endothelial growth factor etc. The cytokines modulate function of lymphocytes, are 
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involved in angiogenesis and fibroblast proliferation, stimulate formation of acute phase 

reactants and act on hypothalamus to reset body temperature to cause fever.  

 

Macrophages also act as antigen presenting cells that form a link between the 

innate and adaptive immune responses. The mononuclear phagocytes internalize the 

antigen, process and present them on MHC – class II molecules to the T cell receptor. 

The T cells have a repertoire of receptors that can bind to specific antigens. The 

interaction of the antigen presenting cell and the T cell cause activation of the T 

lymphocyte. T helper cell on activation undergoes clonal proliferation and secretes 

cytokines which activate the cell mediated and humoral immune responses. 

 

Dendritic cells: 

 

Dendritic cells, the most efficient antigen presenting cells are widely distributed 

in the nonlymphoid organs of the body and in lymphnodes. These cells have long 

cytoplasmic processes (dendrites) and are considered to be non- phagocytic. They are 

derived from bone marrow progenitors and differentiate along two lineages –myeloid and 

lymphoid. Myeloid dendritic cells (mDC s) secrete large amounts of IL-12 and induce 

development of helper T cells of TH1 type. Lymphoid DC secrete lower amounts of IL-

12 and favor development of TH-2 cells. Precursors of DC s circulate in the blood and 

can be made to differentiate into mDC under the influence of GM-CSF and IL-4 in vitro. 
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In the lymph nodes those that reside in the follicles are called as follicular DCs. 

The interdigitating DCs reside as immature cells in various tissues of the body exposed to 

the environment such as skin and mucosa of the respiratory tract and the intestines. On 

exposure to an antigen in the tissues they internalize it and migrate to the lymphoid 

organs through the lymph vessels, where they undergo process of maturation.  In the 

lymph nodes they reside in the paracortical regions which are the T cell rich areas, where 

they have more chances of interacting with the T cell carrying the specific receptor for 

the antigen. Mature dendritic cells process the antigen and present it on a MHC molecule 

to the antigen specific T lymphocytes. Hence they play an important role in T cell 

activation and initiation of the adaptive immune responses. Apart from initiating the 

immune response DCs also play immunoregulatory roles and are responsible for 

immunological tolerance. 

 

Lymphocytes: 

 

Lymphocytes have antigen specific receptors on their cell membrane, a 

characteristic that differentiates them from the other leucocytes and hence enable them to 

play sentinel role in the adaptive immune response. The thymus derived lymphocytes (T 

lymphocytes) are responsible for the cell mediated immune response while bone marrow 

derived lymphocytes (B lymphocytes) produce antibodies which mediate the humoral 

immune response. The membrane of the T lymphocyte bears the T cell receptor that 

binds to specific antigens when presented on molecules that form the Major 

Histocompatibility Complex (MHC). The repertoire of the T cell receptors can respond to 
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all foreign antigens but do not react with self- antigens. In the thymus the T cells 

differentiate into two functional types CD4+ and CD 8+ T cells named on the co- receptor 

found on the cell membrane. The helper T cells which are CD4+ interact with the antigen 

presenting cells that bear MHC- class II molecules on their membrane. CD 8+ co-receptor 

found in cytotoxic T cells help in the interaction of T cell receptor with antigen presented 

on  MHC- class –I molecule. 

 

T helper cells are activated by interaction with antigen presenting cells such as 

dendritic cells and macrophages. At the site of interaction of the T cell receptor with 

antigen bound to MHC which is called as immunological synapse there is polarization of 

the receptor and cosignalling molecules towards the antigen presenting cell. Engagement 

of T cell receptor with antigen on MHC is the primary signal for activation of the T cell. 

Activation also requires an additional signal which occurs by interaction of the 

costimulatory receptors on the T cell with ligands on the APC.   On activation there is an 

increase in the number of cells that carry the specific receptor for antigen, a mechanism 

called clonal proliferation. Activation of T helper cells also leads to its differentiation into 

Th1 or Th2 types which are distinct in their pattern of cytokine secretion. Th1 cytokines 

activate macrophages and cytotoxic T cells while the Th2 activate B lymphocytes. 

Cytotoxic T cells attack tumor cells and cells infected with viruses and are the effector 

cells in the cell mediated immune response. B lymphocytes on activation differentiate 

into plasma cells which form antibodies targeted against the specific antigen. 
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 Activation of number of intracellular mechanisms results in T helper activation 

which is characterized by an increase in intracellular calcium. Rise in intracellular 

calcium involves the functional interplay of CRAC channels, voltage gated potassium 

channels and calcium activated potassium channels. 

 

Ion channels: 

 

Ion channels are integral membrane proteins present in the plasma membrane that 

allow passage of ions across the membrane. Ion channels play important roles in the 

function of both excitable and non-excitable cells. Ion channels conduct ions at very high 

rates and are usually selective for a particular ion. The pore diameter and the charge of 

the aminoacids lining the pore determine the selectivity of the ion channel. Ion channels 

can be gated or could be constitutively open otherwise called as non-gated channels. The 

non-gated channels are open in the resting cells and contribute to the resting potential of 

the cells. 

 

Gated channels respond to a particular type of stimulus by opening or closing. 

Channels that open in response to change in voltage are termed as voltage gated channels, 

those that open when ligands bind to them are termed as ligand gated channels and those 

that open to pressure or stretch are called mechanically gated channels. The ligand gated 

ion channels for which the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor is an example, are responsible 

for the development of synaptic potentials while the voltage gated ion channels are 

responsible for the development of action potentials.  
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A channel’s conductance is given by the magnitude of current that it conducts for 

a given electromotive force. The driving force is dependent on the concentration gradient 

across the membrane for the ion and the electrical potential difference across the 

membrane. Some channels conduct ions in both directions and their conductance is only 

dependent on the electromotive force. Some channels favour ion movement only in a 

particular direction and are called as rectifiers. 

  

 The voltage gated channels usually exists in one of the three conformations, 

resting (closed and could be activated), open (active) and inactivated (closed and 

refractory). 

 

Conformations of a voltage gated ion channel 

 

 

 

  

Ref: Kandel and Schwartz, Principles of Neural Science. 

Ref: Kandel and Schwartz, Principles of Neural Science. 

Voltage gated sodium channels are found in excitable cells such as nerve and 

muscle and are responsible for the development of action potentials. Voltage gated 

calcium channels are involved in the generation of action potential in cardiac muscle and 

are responsible for the calcium influx that is responsible for muscle contraction, secretion 

in glandular cells and at the nerve endings. Voltage gated potassium channels terminate 
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the action potential and are important for maintaining the resting membrane potential in 

many cell types. 

 

Schematic structure of voltage gated ion channel 

 

Ref: Molleman, Patch clamping  

Most of the voltage gated ion channels like the sodium channels and calcium 

channels has 4 repeated six helical motifs. The S4 segment is the voltage sensor while the 

S5 and S6 segments form the pore of the ion channel. The selectivity filter is formed by 

the amino acid residues lining the connecting segment between S5 and S6. A voltage 

gated ion channel also has an activation and inactivation gate that helps in channel 

opening and closing. 

Structure of a voltage gated potassium channel 

 

Ref: Kandel and Schwartz, Principles of Neural Science. 
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Gating of a voltage gated ion channel can be altered by exogenous ligands or 

drugs. Most drugs or toxins cause the channels to close while some are known to open 

the channels. Drugs that act on ion channels have applications in the therapy of a number 

of diseases. Study of the ion channels is made possible by a number of techniques that 

include patch clamp technique that enables to study the currents across the channels,     

X- ray crystallography which helps to elucidate the structure of the ion channel, gene 

cloning and sequencing that helps to determine the aminoacid sequences of the channels. 

 

Study of ion channels - Patch clamp technique 

 

Study of ion channels has gained much progress since the discovery of patch 

clamp technique by Neher and Sakmann in 1976. By the use of this technique a number 

of ion channels in different cell types have been characterized. Ion channels are 

characterised by their conductances, gating kinetics, susceptibility to blockade by 

pharmacological agents and ion selectivity.  

 

A patch clamp set up involves number of equipments which include the electronic 

instrumentation for acquiring and processing the electrophysiological data, instruments 

for fabrication and polishing of micropipettes, an inverted microscope, Faraday cage and 

an antivibration table. Signals are acquired with the help of two electrodes, one placed in 

the bath solution called as bath electrode and the other electrode placed in the 

micropipette filled with the internal solution, called as pipette electrode. The electrodes 

are made of silver wire coated with AgCl. 
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Whole cell configuration showing the voltage clamp principle 

 

Ref: Molleman, Patch clamping.  

The membrane currents are recorded by voltage clamp technique. In voltage 

clamp a command voltage is applied across the membrane with the help of the patch 

electrode and is continuously compared to the recorded potential.  This is possible with 

the help of a feedback system as shown in the figure. Any difference in the membrane 

voltage is rectified by injecting a current which corresponds to the current flowing across 

the membrane at that instant. Voltage measurement and the current injection occur 

through the same pipette electrode. Membrane potential measurements are done by 

current clamp technique. 

 

Patch clamp is a versatile technique which allows study of ion channels in 

different configurations. 
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a. Whole cell configuration: In this configuration after a giga seal is formed between the 

pipette and the plasma membrane, the membrane is broken and the pipette electrode gains 

access to the interior of the cell. The ionic currents recorded in this mode are a sum of the 

currents carried through all the ion channels in the cell membrane which are in the open 

state. The pipette solution perfuses the interior of the cell and this causes dilution of the 

intracellular constituents and second messengers. The use of permeabilised patch 

technique has minimized this disadvantage of the whole cell patch clamp technique. 

 

b. Cell attached patch configuration: This configuration is suitable to record single 

channel currents. The giga seal is formed and the recordings are done with the cell intact. 

 

c. Excised patch configurations: After forming a giga seal if the patch is pulled out, 

the inside of the membrane faces the bath solution. This is called as inside out patch and 

is used to record single channel currents. There is also an outside out patch configuration 

in which the interior of the membrane faces the pipette solution. 

Equivalent circuit for whole cell configuration: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ref: Molleman, Patch clamping. 
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The series circuit in whole cell configuration includes pipette resistance (R pipette), 

access resistance (Ra) and the membrane resistance (Rm). The access resistance in whole 

cell configuration is low because the patch is ruptured and together with pipette 

resistance is called as series resistance (Rs). Parallel to this circuit is the leak resistance    

( Rleak ) which has to be very high to prevent short circuiting of the membrane current. 

The membrane capacitance (Cm) is in series with membrane resistance (Rm) and together 

form a RC circuit.  

 

 In the whole cell configuration, the patch is ruptured after obtaining the giga seal 

by applying a sharp suction. If the suction applied was sufficient enough to break the 

membrane it is seen as a current response to a test voltage pulse. The current response has 

a large capacitive transient which is due to the membrane capacitance and the series 

resistance. 

 

Ref: Molleman, Patch clamping. 
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The capacitance of the cell membrane which indicates the cell size is calculated 

by the software using the transient current, the decay of the transient current (τ) and the 

total resistance. The voltage activated currents are recorded by applying a voltage 

protocol. A protocol usually involves a series of voltage steps starting from a holding 

potential which is kept close to the membrane potential. The voltage steps vary in the 

amplitude but are similar in their duration. The currents that flow from the inside of the 

membrane to the outside are recorded as positive currents by convention. The electrical 

signals are recorded in an analogue format and then converted to digital format using a 

A-D converter and stored for further analysis. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Ion channels in monocytes and monocyte derived cells – Role in cell 

function: 

 

Monocytes and macrophages have ion channels such as voltage gated potassium 

channels, BK channels, inward rectifier potassium channels, voltage gated proton 

channels and chloride channels. Voltage dependent potassium currents are found to have 

physiological role in macrophage activation and proliferation. Delayed rectifiers and 

inward rectifiers are found in macrophage cell membrane and LPS stimulation upregulate 

the delayed rectifiers while the expression of inward rectifiers is down regulated. Further, 

blockade of these channels are found to affect cell growth and activation (10). 

 

Phagocytosis of latex particles by macrophages is found to be accompanied by 

changes in ion channel activity. Recordings in the cell attached patch configuration show 

an increase in outwardly directed voltage gated potassium currents during phagocytosis 

of latex particles (11). In murine peritoneal macrophages three types of potassium 

channels are found to be present. Delayed rectifier potassium current and calcium 

activated potassium currents are found in macrophages early in culture while the inward 

rectifier currents appear only few days after culture (12). Voltage gated proton channels 
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are present in monocytic cell lines and peripheral blood monocytes and are involved in 

charge compensation during respiratory burst. 

 

Voltage gated proton channels: 

 

Voltage gated proton channels were first described in snail neurons by Thomas 

and Meech in 1982 (13).  Since then number of studies on these channels have shown the 

presence of these channels in neutrophils(14), eosinophils(15), monocytes(16), T and B 

lymphocytes, osteoclasts, alveolar epithelial cells and sperms (17). In immune and in 

non-immune cells the principal function of these channels appears to be extrusion of acid 

from the cytoplasm. 

 

The voltage gated proton currents like delayed rectifier potassium currents 

activate at depolarizing voltages. They are different from other ion channels in that they 

are highly selective for protons, have a very small conductance and their conductance and 

gating kinetics depends on the temperature. Another feature of proton channels is that 

they open only when the electrochemical gradient is directed outward and allow only acid 

extrusion from the cell.  Their voltage dependence is influenced by the pH gradient 

across the membrane and the currents are inhibited by extracellular zinc(14,18). Blockade 

of proton channels by zinc and other polyvalent metal ions is not specific though it is 

potent. Till date no specific and high affinity blocker for proton channels is known.  
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The molecular identity of the proton channels was discovered in 2006 and it was 

found to be identical to the voltage sensing domain of the voltage gated ion channels. The 

voltage gated proton channel differs from the other voltage gated ion channels in that 

they lack the pore forming subunit S5-S6(19). The human voltage gated proton channel 

(Hv1 channel) exits as dimer with each dimer having a conducting pathway and a voltage 

sensor. The monomers are closely apposed to each other and do not function 

independently  

Comparison of structure of voltage gated potassium channel, proton channel and 

voltage sensing domain 

 

Ref. 16 

The function of voltage gated proton channels in the different cell types in which 

they are found to be present has been widely investigated and reported. In some cells 

their roles have been hypothesized and still lack experimental evidence. In most of the 

cell types in which it is found its main role is found to be acid extrusion and 

repolarization of the cell. Under physiological conditions i.e normal extracellular and 

intracellular pH, the amount of repolarization produced by the proton currents is minimal 

since proton channels repolarize the cell only to the equilibrium potential for protons. But 
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during conditions of acid accumulation within the cell proton currents can repolarize the 

cell upto the resting membrane potential of the cell. 

 

 

In phagocytes it is clearly found to have a role in charge compensation and pH 

regulation during respiratory burst(20–22). In B lymphocytes ablation of Hvcn1 gene that 

codes for the proton channel is found to be associated with reduced B cell proliferation 

and impaired antibody responses(23). In osteoclasts the proton channels help to prevent 

acidosis and depolarization of the cell and thereby maintain the function of the 

osteoclasts during bone resorption(24) . In alveolar epithelial cells it is hypothesized to 

play a role in elimination of carbondioxide (25). In sperms the proton channels are found 

to be expressed in the flagellum of the sperm and play a role in the functional maturation 

of the sperm (26). 

 

Function of proton channels in phagocytes: 

 

The proton channels in phagocytic cells are found to play a key role during 

respiratory burst. Immediately following phagocytosis of a microbe there is an increase in 

the production of reactive oxygen species which is termed as respiratory burst. The 

enzyme NADPH oxidase in the membrane of the phagosome causes shift of an electron 

from an NADPH molecule to oxygen converting it into an superoxide ion. The movement 

of electron across the phagosome membrane constitutes an electron current which leads 
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to depolarization of the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. The reaction catalysed by 

NADPH oxidase also generates protons that lead to acidification of the cytosol.  

 

 

Ref. 24 

 

The voltage gated proton currents by expelling protons from the cytosol prevents 

depolarization and intracellular acidification(27). This is important because the activity of 

the NADPH oxidase enzyme decreases on depolarization (28). The extruded protons also 

help in the conversion of superoxide radicals to hydrogen peroxide and hypochlorous 

acid in the extracellular fluid. The repolarization and extrusion of acid through the proton 

channels also help to maintain the calcium entry required for the intracellular signaling 

during activation of the phagocyte(29) . Apart from the voltage gated proton channels the 

Na- H antiporter is also known to play some role in proton extrusion during respiratory 

burst. 
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Relationship between NADPH oxidase activity and proton channel 

function: 

 

Ref. 12 

 Activation of NADPH oxidase enzyme and the proton channel seem to occur in a 

highly coordinated manner. The stimulus for opening of proton channel is depolarization 

caused by the activity of the enzyme NADPH oxidase. PMA activation of phagocytes 

such as neutrophils causes the proton channel to shift into an enhanced gating mode 

which helps to extrude protons at smaller depolarization. Enhanced gating mode 

increases the open probability of the channel and is also characterized by an increased 
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conductance, shift in the conductance- voltage relationship to the left, faster activation 

and slower deactivation(30). The assembly of the NADPH oxidase system is found to 

favor shifting of the proton channel to the enhanced gating mode(31). Also it has been 

shown that proton currents in cells that have high NADPH oxidase activity such as 

neutrophils, monocytes and eosinophils respond more on PMA stimulation. In cells that 

lack functional NADPH oxidase complex the enhancement of proton currents on PMA 

stimulation is not seen(32). 

 

Phagocytic and respiratory burst activity of monocytes and monocyte 

derived cells: 

 

 Monocytes on entering various tissues undergo differentiation into macrophages. 

Macrophage differentiation is marked by an increase in cell size, changes in morphology, 

adhesion properties, cell surface marker expression and phagocytic capacity. Since tissue 

macrophages are difficult to isolate, monocyte derived macrophages are used as an 

alternate model to study macrophage function. Changes in phagocytic capacity and 

respiratory burst activity have been reported to occur when monocytes are made to 

differentiate in culture to macrophages and dendritic cells. A comparison of phagocytic 

activity of monocytes, monocyte derived macrophages and monocyte derived dendritic 

cells has shown that macrophages have the highest phagocytic capacity followed by 

monocytes whereas the phagocytic capacity of mature dendritic cells is the least(33).  As 

dendritic cells mature their phagocytic activity decreases, the immature dendritic cells 

having better phagocytic activity than mature dendritic cells. However the phagocytic 
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activity of immature dendritic cells was only about half as that of monocytes while that of 

mature dendritic cells was about one fourth that of monocytes (34). 

 

 The respiratory burst activity as evidenced by an increase in superoxide radical 

generation was found to be higher in monocyte derived macrophages cultured for 3 to 5 

days when compared to freshly isolated monocytes(35). However in yet another study it 

was shown that  NADPH oxidase and superoxide production is higher in monocytes 

when compared to macrophages and dendritic cells(36). 

 

Role of ion channels in lymphocyte function: 

 

Engagement of the T cell receptor with the MHC complex of the antigen 

presenting cells which bears the antigen leads to T cell activation. Activation is marked 

by proliferation and an increase in Interleukin -2 secretion. T cell interactions with the 

APCs cause activation of phospholipase C which activates protein kinase leading to 

formation of Inositol – 3 phosphate. An increase in IP-3 causes calcium release from the 

intracellular calcium stores. Binding of calcium to calcineurin causes activation of 

transcription factors leading to proliferation of the cells and an increase in IL-2 secretion. 

 

 The role of ion channels in lymphocyte activation is principally to mediate 

calcium influx and to prevent depolarization that decreases the influx of calcium(1). 

Various ion channels have been described in the lymphocytes of which the role of CRAC 

channels, voltage gated potassium channels and calcium activated potassium channels are 
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significant for lymphocyte activation. The voltage gated potassium channel Kv1.3 and 

KCa 3.1 are found to be accumulated at the immunological synapse to regulate ion fluxes 

necessary for lymphocyte activation. 

Role of ion channels in lymphocyte activation 

 

Ref 39 

 Depletion of intracellular calcium stores by IP3 is sensed by Stim protein in the 

endoplasmic reticulum which then moves to the plasma membrane to convey the signal. 

At the plasma membrane the Stim molecules activate the Orai proteins to form the CRAC 

channels. A rise in intracellular calcium results as calcium enters the cell through the 

CRAC channels which causes depolarization. Calcium influx through CRAC channels 

decreases on depolarization of the cell membrane. Depolarization is the stimulus for the 
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opening of voltage gated potassium channels while the intracellular calcium increase 

signals the opening of calcium activated potassium channels both of which mediate 

potassium efflux. The exit of potassium through these channels hyperpolarizes the cell 

membrane thus favouring calcium entry necessary for activation. Apart from its role in 

maintaining the resting potential, Kv1.3 channels along with Cl- channels help in cell 

volume regulation. 

 

Voltage gated potassium channel in lymphocytes: 

 

 Voltage gated potassium channels are found in both excitable and non-excitable 

cells. In most cell types in which it helps to repolarize the cell and maintain the resting 

membrane potential. A number of subtypes of voltage gated potassium channels have 

been characterized and the channel type found in lymphocytes is classified as Kv1.3. A 

resting lymphocyte has about 400 Kv 1.3 channels on its membrane(37). These channels 

open on depolarization and have a sigmoid voltage dependence curve like the delayed 

rectifiers seen in skeletal muscle and nerve.  

 

A functional ion channel is formed by four subunits of Kv1.3 protein. The 

channel’s conducting region lies at the centre of the tetramer with each subunit having six 

transmembrane segments S1 –S6. The charged amino acid residues in the S4 segment 

which form the voltage sensing domain of the channel, move on depolarization to open 

the channel pore. Inactivation of the Kv1.3 channel in lymphocytes is different from ball 

and chain inactivation found in delayed rectifier potassium channels seen in other cells 
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and is abolished by the presence of external TEA(38). The channel is sensitive to wide 

variety of pharmacological agents and peptide toxins. 

Structure of Kv1.3  

 

Expression pattern of Kv 1.3 and KCa 3.1 has been shown to be characteristically 

different in the various T lymphocyte subsets. Naïve and central memory T cells (TCM) 

which require antigen priming at the lymph nodes have high IKCa1 and low Kv1.3 

phenotype. The effector memory T cells (TEM) which are terminally differentiated cells 

can initiate an immune response in the target tissues even without antigen exposure at the 

lymphnodes, have high Kv1.3 and low IKCa1 phenotype. Repeated invitro antigenic 

stimulation of naïve T cells induce differentiation to TEM phenotype with high Kv1.3 

expression pattern and specific blockers of Kv1.3 channels such as ShK block 

proliferation of TEM cells (39,40). 

 

TEM cells are understood to play a role in the pathogenesis of autoimmune 

diseases and specific blockers of Kv1.3 which inhibit proliferation of these cells have 

potential therapeutic use in the treatment of autoimmune diseases. Antigen specific 
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myelin reactive T cells isolated from patients with multiple sclerosis showed an increased 

amplitude of Kv1.3 currents and decreased IKCa1 currents compared to cells obtained 

from healthy controls(40). Adoptive transfer of encephalitogenic T cells obtained by 

invitro stimulation of T cells with myelin basic protein induced experimental 

autoimmune encephalitis in mice and it was used to study the potential therapeutic effects 

of Kv1.3 blockers. Amelioration of signs and reduced severity of the disease was 

observed in mice treated with ShK, a selective blocker of Kv1.3 channel(41). 

 

Considerable work has been done to identify drugs that target the channel 

function in a highly specific manner. Initial reports showed that nonspecific blockers of 

voltage gated potassium channels like TEA when added in vitro have been found to 

decrease lymphocyte activation, proliferation and cytokine production (42,43). 

Chrabydotoxin , a peptide blocker which inhibits Kv1.3 channels was found to inhibit T 

cell proliferation and IL-2 secretion(44). Further, blockade of voltage gated potassium 

channel Kv1.3 in vivo has been found to inhibit delayed type hypersensitivity reaction 

and inhibit development of T cell subsets in thymus(45). Specific blockers for the 

channel were later developed with potential therapeutic use in treatment of autoimmune 

diseases and in graft rejection. A peptide derived from sea anemone ShK was found to 

block Kv1.1, Kv1.4 and Kv1.6 channel apart from blocking Kv1.3 channels. Substitution 

of an amino acid with diaminopropionic acid generated a compound ShK – Dap which 

blocked Kv1.3 in a highly specific manner and inhibited proliferation of T cells(46). The 

compound ShK- Dap is a promising drug in the treatment of autoimmune diseases like 

multiple sclerosis. 
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Changes in expression of ion channels during differentiation in culture: 

 

Differentiation of monocytes to macrophages or dendritic cells has been found to 

be accompanied by changes in ion channel expression. Proton currents were studied in 

THP-1 monocytes  as they differentiated into macrophages by action of phorbol myristate 

acetate and it was shown that the density of voltage gated proton channels get reduced to 

half on differentiation (16). Changes in expression of ion channels have been reported as 

monocytes get converted to dendritic cells in culture. Immature dendritic cells were 

found to express Nav 1.7 channel (47). These channels were found to be down regulated 

when immature dendritic cells became mature. There was an increase in the expression of 

Kv1.3 channels as the dendritic cells became mature.  

 

Peripheral blood monocytes when cultured for more than 7 days developed 

calcium activated potassium currents and inward rectifier potassium currents, which were 

not seen in freshly isolated monocytes. Single channel recordings were made in the cell 

attached and excised patch configuration and it was seen that 85% of the macrophages 

developed calcium activated potassium currents while only 35% of the cells developed 

inward currents 7 days after culture(48).In mouse peritoneal macrophages inward 

rectifier potassium current was not detected in freshly isolated cells but appeared 5 days 

after culture. The delayed rectifier currents were larger in amplitude during first few days 

of culture after which it decreased(49). 
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Modulation of ion channel expression by drugs: 

 

Modulation of expression of ion channels is one of the mechanisms in which an 

immune stimulant or an immunosuppressant could exert its effect. This has been shown 

in vitro experiments. Immunosuppressant dexamethasone decreased the expression of 

Kv1.3 channels while lipopolysaccharide increased the channel expression in 

macrophages cultured in the presence of these drugs for 24 hrs(5). Treatment of Jurkat T 

lymphocytes with dexamethasone for 2 hrs caused significant decrease in voltage gated 

potassium currents and calcium entry in these cells(6). 

 

The modulation of channel expression during culture by drugs has been reported 

in a number of other cell types. In cardiomyocytes treated with estradiol for 24 hr the 

expression of Ca(V) 3.2  and transient calcium channels was found to be 

decreased(50).Elocalcitol, a vitamin D receptor agonist increased the expression of L 

type calcium channels in bladder smooth muscle cells when they were treated with the 

drug for 48hrs(51). In rat embryonic heart-derived H9c2 cells treated with estradiol for 24 

hrs upregulation of K (ATP) channels was seen(52). 

 

Vitamins and the immune system: 

 

Vitamins are essential micronutrients required by the body in trace amounts for 

the normal physiological processes like metabolism, tissue growth, differentiation and a 

variety of other functions. Many vitamins like vitamin A, D, C and E also have effects on 
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the immune system. The role of vitamins A and D on the immune system has been 

investigated in detail and they are found to have specific effects on proliferation, 

development and homing, differentiation of lymphocytes and antibody production(7). 

The effects of vitamins C and E on the immune system are not very clearly known though 

both these vitamins are known to be good antioxidants. 

 

Combined administration of vitamin E and C together has been reported to have 

more beneficial effects.  Supplementation of vitamin C and vitamin E to healthy adults 

for 4 weeks caused an increase in the cytokine response (IL-1, TNF alpha) of isolated 

mononuclear cells on exposure to LPS. The effect was found with vitamin E alone but it 

was greater when vitamin C and vitamin E were supplemented together. In vitro studies 

in which peripheral blood mononuclear cells were cultured with LPS in the presence of  

vitamin C and vitamin E showed a decrease in PGE2 and increase in TNF alpha(53). 

Treatment of dendritic cells with Vitamin C and vitamin E caused down regulation of the 

allostimulatory molecules on the surface, decreased T cell proliferation in mixed 

lymphocyte reaction and caused the T cells to become anergic. These effects were found 

to be due to inhibition of NF-kappa B pathway(54). 

 

Ascorbic acid as an immunomodulant: 

 

Vitamin C is accumulated in millimolar concentrations in immune cells. Effect of 

the vitamin on immune cells, when administered in vivo or in cultures has been studied 

and reported. Invivo administration of ascorbic acid caused an increase in neutrophil 
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motility to a chemotactic agent and increased lymphocyte proliferation in response to 

mitogenic stimuli(55). In another study, incubation of peripheral white blood cells with 

vitamin C and E increased phagocytosis by polymorphonuclear cells, decreased 

thymidine incorporation and increased the percentage of apoptotic cells(56). In senescent 

guinea pigs, deficiency of vitamin C led to decreased motility, phagocytic capacity and 

respiratory burst activity in macrophages (57).  

 

Effect of ascorbic acid on lymphocyte function in vivo and in vitro has been 

studied. Mega doses of vitamin C administered in vivo to guinea pigs was found to 

increase lymphocyte function (58) while another study reports that ascorbic acid 

deficiency caused a decrease in the delayed hypersensitivity skin response (59). Studies 

in which vitamin C was added in vitro report a decrease in T cell function.  Addition of 

vitamin C to T cell cultures in high concentrations decreased viability and decreased the 

production of cytokines in response to stimulation by PMA/ionomycin(60). The effect of 

vitamin C on lymphocyte function when added to cultures is different from in vivo 

effects reported. 

 

Mechanism of action of ascorbic acid on immune cells. 

 

The mechanism by which ascorbic acid acts on the cells of the immune system is 

not clearly understood.  The effect of the vitamin on gene expression in lymphocytes and 

monocytes has been reported. Administration of vitamin C caused increase in gene 

expression of components of CD28 signalling and TCR signaling pathways in monocytes 
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while the effect on gene expression in lymphocytes was found to be limited(61).The 

effect of ascorbic acid on transcription factors that affect gene expression has been 

reported in another study. Vitamin C increased binding of NF kappa B to DNA in TNF 

alpha stimulated Jurkat T lymphocytes and enhanced inhibition of cell proliferation 

produced by TNF-alpha.(62) 

 

Ascorbic acid was found to alter the expression of many proteins in T cells in a 

time and dose dependent manner. The expression of phosphatidyl inositol transfer protein 

was found to be increased. The expression of potassium channels was found to decrease 

in a time dependent manner(63). In another study, supplementation of vitamin C for 5 

weeks caused an increase in the phosphatidyl inositol transfer protein expression but did 

not produce any change in the apoptosis of PBMC s and plasma potassium levels(9) 

 

Ascorbic acid has been found to have effects on intracellular mechanisms that are 

responsible for apoptosis. Accumulation of vitamin C in monocytes inhibited the FAS 

induced apoptosis by inhibition of caspase activation and preventing mitochondrial 

damage(64). Ascorbic acid was found to inhibit proliferation and induce apoptosis in 

HTLV-1 positive and HTLV-1 negative leukemic cells(65) 

 

Effect of ascorbic acid on ion channels: 

 

Ascorbic acid is known to modulate ion channel function. Ascorbic acid was 

found to inhibit proliferation of T cells and inhibit Kv1.3 currents when used as a 
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protective agent to prevent dopamine oxidation in a study performed to investigate the 

effect of dopamine on encephalitogenic T cells (66). In neurons, vitamin C caused 

inhibition of neuronal transient calcium channels that  may result in changes in neuronal 

excitability(67). In another study, vitamin C inhibited the delayed rectifier and transient 

outward potassium currents in drosophila neurons which can lead to an increase in 

neuronal excitability(68). 
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SCOPE OF THE WORK 

 

A review of the past work done shows that voltage gated ion channels play 

sentinel role in the function of leukocytes. The immune cells when cultured undergo 

functional and phenotypical changes which may also include changes in ion channel 

expression. Further, the expression of the ion channels can be modulated by the drugs 

that act as immune stimulants or suppressants.  

 

In this study, we proposed to investigate the effect of culture on two ionic currents 

in peripheral blood mononuclear cells by patch clamp technique. The ion channels that 

were studied are voltage gated proton currents in monocytes and voltage gated potassium 

currents in lymphocytes. Voltage gated proton currents in monocytes were studied by 

patch clamp technique on different days of culture, during the differentiation of these 

cells into macrophages and monocyte derived dendritic cells. This study also describes 

changes in voltage gated potassium currents in lymphocytes on various days of culture. 

 

Modulation of channel function in PBMC s by drugs could have potential 

therapeutic applications in the treatment of infections, autoimmune diseases and cancer. 

Ascorbic acid is an immunomodulant which is known to have effects on function of 

lymphocytes and monocytes. In the present work the effect of ascorbic acid on voltage 

gated potassium currents in lymphocytes and voltage gated proton currents in monocytes 
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were studied by adding supraphysiological concentrations of ascorbic acid to these cell 

cultures. 
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EFFECT OF CULTURE ON VOLTAGE GATED PROTON CURRENTS IN 

MONOCYTES 

 

Aims and Objectives: 

 

Aim: 

To study voltage gated proton currents in human monocytes and the changes that occur 

during differentiation in culture. 

 

Objectives: 

 

1. Characterization of voltage gated proton currents in human peripheral blood 

monocytes. 

 

2. To study the changes in current magnitude and kinetics of voltage gated proton 

currents on differentiation of peripheral blood monocytes into  

a. Macrophages in culture 

b.  Dendritic cells in culture  
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Materials and methods: 

 

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Christian Medical College, 

Vellore. Blood samples were collected from adult healthy human volunteers after 

obtaining an informed consent from them. Subjects with history of infections, allergy or 

any other systemic illness were excluded from the study. Subjects with history of 

medications or vitamin supplementation were also excluded. 

 

Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs): 

 

Peripheral venous blood (10 mL) collected from human volunteers was 

heparinised and diluted with an equal volume of RPMI-1640 (Sigma-Aldrich, St.Louis, 

MO, USA). It was then layered over 10 mL of Ficoll-Histopaque (Sigma-Aldrich, 

St.Louis, MO, USA) in a 50 ml centrifuge tube and subjected to centrifugation at 400 g 

for 30 min. The RBCs and the granulocytes being denser than Ficoll get deposited at the 

bottom. The PBMCs (lymphocytes and monocytes) form a band at the interface between 

the Ficoll and plasma since they are less dense than Ficoll. The layer of mononuclear 

cells was harvested and collected in a 50 ml conical tube. About 35 ml of PBS containing 

2 mM EDTA was added to it and subjected to centrifugation at 300 g for 10 min to wash 

off the Ficoll and plasma. The supernatant was discarded and the obtained pellet was 

resuspended and washed again with phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The PBMCs 
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obtained were suspended in RPMI media and used for patch clamp experiments on the 

day of isolation or after culture. For separation of lymphocytes and monocytes, the cells 

were suspended in 180 µL of PBS containing 0.5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 2 mM 

EDTA.  

 

Isolation of monocytes from peripheral blood: 

 

Monocytes were isolated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells by magnetic 

assisted cell sorting (MACS) technique using anti - CD 14 coated magnetic beads 

(Miltenyi biotec, Aurburn, CA, USA). CD 14 is a cell surface marker found on the 

membrane of the monocytes. 180 µL of cell suspension in PBS containing 2 mM EDTA 

was incubated with 20 µL of anti CD14 coated magnetic beads for 15 min at 4ºC. 1ml of 

PBS with EDTA was then added to the cell suspension and centrifuged at 300 g for 10 

min to remove the unbound antibody. The resulting pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml of 

PBS with EDTA. 

 

The column was fixed to the magnetic separator that generates a strong magnetic 

field. It was prepared by allowing 0.5 ml of PBS/EDTA to pass through it. The cell 

suspension was then introduced into the separator. The monocytes bound with anti CD14 

coated magnetic beads remain in the column while the lymphocytes flowed out of the 

column. The column was washed thrice with PBS to remove the unbound cells 

completely. The column was then removed from the magnetic separator and monocytes 
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were flushed out with 1 ml of PBS containing EDTA. The cells were washed with PBS 

and then resuspended in PBS or RPMI. 

 

Culture of monocytes to monocyte derived macrophages: 

 

Protocol for differentiation of monocytes to macrophages was adapted from that 

described earlier (69). Monocytes (0.5x106/ml) were cultured in RPMI-1640 

supplemented with 10% FBS, 1000 U/ml Pencillin/Streptomycin, 2.5µg/ml of 

Amphotericin-B at 37 ºC in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator for 6 days. Cells were 

harvested on day 3 or day 6 by gentle flushing and washed with PBS. Patch clamp 

experiments were performed on the day of isolation, day 3 and day 6 of culture. 

 

Generation of dendritic cells from monocytes: 

 

 Monocyte derived dendritic cells were derived from peripheral blood 

monocytes as described earlier(70). Monocytes isolated by MACS were seeded at a 

density of 0.5 X 106 cells /ml in RPMI media with 40 ng/ml of GM – CSF (Granulocyte- 

monocyte colony stimulating factor), 20 ng/ml of IL-4(interleukin-4) at 37 degree celsius 

in 5% carbon dioxide for 14 days. Medium with cytokines was changed on day 3, 7 and 

day 10. On day 7 and day 10, 40 ng/ml of GM – CSF, 20 ng/ml of IL-4 and 10ng/ml of 

TNF α were added. The cells were harvested by gentle flushing on day 3, day 6, day 10 

and day 14, washed with PBS and patch clamp experiments were performed.  
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Patch clamp experiments: 

 

Fabrication of pipettes: 

 

The micropipettes hold the patch electrode and proper fabrication of micropipettes 

is essential for formation of a good seal. Micropipettes were made on the day of 

experiments and were stored in dust free containers. Pipettes were made from borosilicate 

glass capillary tubes (Kimax -51 melting point capillaries). The micropipettes were pulled 

using a gravity assisted 2- stage Narishige- PP830 vertical puller.  

 

The pipette tips were fire polished using a using the GlasswoRX F-500 Fine point 

microforge. Polishing improves seal formation and prevents tip penetration into the cell 

at the time of seal formation. The temperature settings in the pipette puller and 

microforge were set so as to have a pipette resistance between 2-5 MΩ. The pipette tips 

were coated with Sylgard which helps to decrease the pipette capacitance.  

 

Solutions used for recording proton currents: 

 

The cells were loaded in a petridish containing external or bath solution. The 

volume of the bath was 2ml for all experiments. The micropipettes were filled with the 

internal solution. For proton current recordings a pH gradient of 1.5 was maintained 
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between external and internal solutions. The pH of the internal solution was titrated to 6.0 

while the pH of the external solution was 7.5. HEPES was used as buffer for the bath 

solution since its pKa is about 7.5 which is the pH of the bath solution. MES was the 

buffer chosen for internal solution since its pKa is close to pH of the pipette solution. 

CsCl was used in the external and internal solutions to block potassium currents and for 

making up the osmolarities of bath and pipette solution.  

 

Composition of bath solution: 

 

Chemical  Concentration 

(mmol/L) 

CsCl 60 mM 

HEPES 100 mM 

CaCl2 2 mM 

EGTA 1 mM 

Glucose  10 mM 

Osmolarity made up to 300 mosm/L 

pH titrated to 7.5 using 1M  tetramethyl ammonium 

hydroxide 
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Composition of pipette solution: 

 

Chemical  Concentration 

(mmol/L) 

CsCl 35 mM 

MES 100 mM 

MgCl2 3 mM 

EGTA 1 mM 

Glucose  10 mM 

Osmolarity made up to 300 mosm/L using CsCl 

pH titrated to 6 using Methane sulphonic acid 

 

Recording of currents: 

 

Voltage gated proton currents were recorded by patch clamp technique in the 

whole cell configuration. Monocytes were loaded in a petridish and external solution was 

added to it to make the total volume of the bath to 2 ml. The petridish was placed on the 

centre of the stage of the inverted microscope and the bath electrode (AgCl coated Ag 

pellet) was dipped into the bath solution. The cells were left undisturbed for 10 min so 

that they settle down to the bottom of the dish. The cells were brought to focus under 40X 

objective and those with good morphology were chosen for patching. 
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The patch pipette was maneuvered close to the cell with the help of a 

micromanipulator. The pipette tip was made to touch the cell and then gentle suction was 

applied so that a tight seal was formed between the pipette tip and the cell membrane. 

The formation of a seal was marked by a sharp increase in the resistance to giga ohms. 

After giga seal formation, another sharp suction caused the membrane to break and the 

pipette solution floods the interior of the cell. Thus the patch electrode gains access to the 

interior of the cell so that the electrophysiological parameters across the whole cell 

membrane can be recorded. All experiments were performed at room temperature (25oC). 

 

Protocols used: 

 

Voltage gated proton currents were recorded using a depolarizing rectangular 

voltage protocol. The membrane was held at – 80 mV and depolarizing pulses were 

applied to the cell for 4 sec. Test pulses ranged from -20mV to +60mV at 20mV 

increments. The voltage protocol used for recording proton currents is shown below. 
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Tail currents were recorded to determine the reversal potential for protons. To 

record tail currents, the membrane was held at -80mV and depolarized to 0mV. Test 

pulses were applied to the cell ranging from -100mV to -40mV at 10 mV increments. The 

depolarizing prepulse is applied for 2 sec and the test pulses are applied for 4 sec. The 

protocol for recording tail currents is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Data acquisition and analysis: 

 

The data were acquired using Axopatch 200B patch-clamp amplifier and digitized 

with Axon Instruments Digidata 1322A analogue-digital converter. Data were sampled at 

10 kHz. 60 -70% series resistance compensation was done for almost all the recordings. 

Offline filtering of data was done whenever it was required. Igor Pro version 5.0.4.8 

(WaveMetrics, Inc.) was used for data representation and offline analysis. 

 

The peak current amplitude was taken for analysis since the proton currents drooped 

at higher voltages. Cell capacitance was measured using membrane test feature of axon. 
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A test voltage pulse when applied to the cell gives rise to a transient current. Cell 

capacitance is calculated by the pCLAMP software using the transient current, total 

resistance and the decay of the transient current (τ).  Current densities were calculated 

using the cell capacitance and they were compared on different days of culture. Tail 

current I-V relationship was used to determine the reversal potential for protons. To 

determine the activation time constant (τact) the raw current tracings were fitted with a 

single exponential. Clampfit version 9.2 (Axon Instruments) was used for curve fitting. 

As depolarizing potentials positive to +20mV resulted in drooping of outward currents 

during the later phases of the voltage pulse, the curve fit analysis was done in the initial 

segments omitting the drooping segments of the trace. Tail current time constants were 

obtained similarly by fitting the raw tail current tracings with a single exponential. 

 

Statistical analysis: 

 

All data are expressed as mean ±SD. Capacitance, absolute current and current 

density on different days of culture were compared using Mann Whitney –U test with 

SPSS software . p<0.05 was considered to be significant. 
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Results: 

 

Voltage gated proton currents in monocytes: 

 

Voltage gated proton currents in human peripheral blood monocytes were 

recorded in 21 cells and the average current amplitude, density and kinetics is described. 

Peripheral blood monocytes were isolated by MACS and proton currents were recorded 

by patch clamp technique in whole cell configuration. Slowly activating outward currents 

were recorded when depolarizing pulses were applied to the cell (Fig 1a). The currents 

activated with a sigmoidal time course but they exhibited a droop at higher voltages 

during later part of the voltage pulse. They were inhibited by addition of 0.5 mM ZnCl2 

to the bath solution (Fig 1b). The outward currents activated at -30 mV (Fig 2a) and 

reversed at -70mV (Fig 3). The mean peak proton current amplitude in peripheral blood 

monocytes recorded at +60mV was found to be 515.21± 186. 21 pA while the current 

density was 113.56 ± 37.6 pA/pF (n=21). 

 

Gating kinetics 

 

The activation time constants for each voltage were obtained by fitting the raw 

current tracings with a single exponential curve. The activation time constants (τact) 

decreased progressively as the membrane voltage was stepped up to more depolarizing 
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potentials, which indicates faster activation with depolarization (Fig 6a). The deactivation 

time constant (τtail) increased with depolarizing pulses showing slowing of proton channel 

deactivation at depolarizing voltages (Fig 6b). 

 

Changes in proton currents during differentiation of monocytes into macrophages 

in culture 

 

Monocytes in culture underwent differentiation into macrophages. This was 

evident by an increase in the size of the cells when viewed under light microscope. The 

increase in cell size during culture was also seen as progressive increase in the cell 

capacitance on day 3 (12.3 ± 1.4 pF) and day 6 (21.2 ± 2.6 pF) when compared to the day 

of isolation (4.4 ± 1.1 pF) (p<0.001). (Fig 4) 

 

There was a significant increase in the peak current amplitude recorded at +60 

mV on day 3 and day 6 of culture when compared to day 0 (Fig 5a) (Table 1a).  

However, the peak current density recorded at all membrane voltages decreased 

significantly on day 3 and day 6 when compared to day of isolation (p<0.05). The peak 

current density at +60 mV was reduced to 60% and 32% on day 3 and day 6 of culture 

respectively when compared to the current density on day of isolation (Fig 5b) (Table 

1b). The activation kinetics was not significantly different before and after culture (Fig 

6).  
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Changes in proton currents during culture of monocytes to monocyte derived 

dendritic cells 

 

To generate monocyte derived dendritic cells, monocytes were cultured with 

cytokines (GM-CSF, IL-4 and TNF- alpha). Patch clamp experiments were performed on 

day 0, 3, 6 and day 10 of culture. At the end of 10 days, cells were large and resembled 

dendritic cells in morphology (Plate 1). At day 14 the cells had dendritic processes and 

were difficult to patch (Plate 2). However the purity of cells was not confirmed by 

phenotypic assessment. The tremendous increase in cell capacitance corresponded with 

the increase in cell size seen by light microscopy. The peak current magnitude 

progressively increased during culture (p<0.05) (Fig 7a) (Table 2a). The cell capacitance 

increased about 10 fold by day 10 (p<0.05) (Fig 7b) (Table 2b). The peak current density 

on the other hand decreased significantly on day 6 and day 10 of culture when compared 

to day 0 (p<0.05) (Fig 7c) (Table 2c). 
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Discussion: 

 

The objective of this set of experiments was to study the changes in current 

density and kinetics when monocytes differentiate into macrophages and dendritic cells 

under appropriate culture conditions. Voltage gated proton currents has been earlier 

described in THP -1 monocytes (16) and peripheral blood monocytes (71). Also, the 

effect of PMA induced differentiation of monocytes to macrophages on proton currents 

has been described earlier(16). However, changes during culture induced differentiation 

of monocytes to monocyte derived macrophages, which are closer in phenotype and 

function to tissue macrophages when compared to macrophages obtained by PMA (69) 

induced differentiation, has not been reported . Proton currents in monocyte derived 

dendritic cells also have not been reported so far. Differentiation of monocytes to 

macrophages and dendritic cells is accompanied by changes in the phagocytic capacity 

and respiratory burst activity to which the function of proton channels is closely related. 

Hence we studied changes in proton current amplitude and kinetics on various days 

during differentiation of monocytes to macrophage and dendritic cells in culture. 

 

Proton currents in THP -1 monocytes and peripheral blood monocytes (16,71) has 

been described earlier and they were found to be similar to proton currents described in 

other phagocytic cells in terms of their voltage dependence, kinetics and zinc sensitivity. 

In the present study voltage gated proton currents were studied in the whole cell 
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configuration using a depolarizing protocol. At a pH gradient of 1.5, slowly activating 

outward currents were found to appear at a potential of -30 mV (Fig 1a). This is 

comparable to the data previously published on proton channel activation in alveolar 

epithelial cells (72).  

 

The outward currents were sensitive to Zn (Fig 1b), a known blocker of voltage 

gated proton currents and the reversal potential was close to the reversal potential for 

protons (Fig 3). Hence, the currents were considered to be proton currents. At membrane 

potentials positive to +20mV, the outward currents exhibited a discernible droop towards 

the later phase of the voltage pulse. As the proton channels do not exhibit inactivation, 

the cause for the droop is probably intracellular proton depletion (73).  

 

Proton channel activation was found to occur faster with progressive membrane 

depolarization (Fig 6a). Deactivation was hastened with progressive membrane 

hyperpolarization (Fig 6b). Analysis of the tail current-voltage relationship showed that 

the reversal potential (Erev) of the recorded outward currents was near -70 mV. The 

calculated H+ reversal potential (EH) for the solutions used in this experiment was -90 

mV (Fig 3). This discrepancy between the observed and calculated reversal potentials 

could be due to the depletion of protons on the intracellular side as a result of continuous 

proton efflux at the depolarizing membrane potential used to measure Erev. The resultant 

alkalinization of the intracellular environment would have caused the shift in the proton 

reversal potential to a less negative value as observed in the tail current-voltage 

relationship.  
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The peak proton current density at + 60 mV was recorded in 21 freshly isolated 

peripheral blood monocytes. The peak current density was about 5 to 6 times higher in 

the freshly isolated human monocytes when compared to that reported in THP-1 

monocytes in a previous study(16) (Fig 5b). Though the THP -1 monocytes have many 

characteristics similar to peripheral blood monocytes, they are considered to be more 

differentiated cells than peripheral blood monocytes(69,74). This could be cause for the 

difference in the density of voltage gated proton currents between the two cell types. 

Further the activation time constant was 2 fold smaller in the peripheral blood monocytes 

cells (PBMs) when compared to that of THP-1 cells, which implies faster activation in 

PBMs. 

 

Peripheral blood monocytes when cultured in medium containing serum are 

known to differentiate into macrophages(75).Differentiation of monocytes to 

macrophages is associated with changes in phenotype and function(75). Changes in 

expression of ion channels also have been reported during differentiation. Expression of 

potassium channels has been found to change during differentiation of THP -1 cells into 

macrophages under the influence of PMA (76). In another study, changes in density of 

proton currents during PMA induced differentiation of monocytes to macrophages have 

been reported (16). The observed changes in channel function could have functional 

significance since ion channels play key roles in the function of immune cells. 
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In this study monocytes were cultured under appropriate culture conditions in the 

presence of FBS for 6 days. The cells when observed by light microscopy showed 

distinct and progressive increase in cell size which suggests differentiation of monocytes 

into macrophages. However it was not confirmed by functional or phenotypic assays.  

 

A significant and progressive increase in cell capacitance was noticed during 

culture which corroborates with the light microscopic finding of an increase in cell size. 

The mean current amplitude increased on day 3 when compared to the day of isolation. 

However a small reduction in current magnitude was observed beyond day 3 in spite of a 

1.7-fold increase in cell size from day 3 to day 6.  The current density decreased on day 3 

and day 6 of culture compared to the day of isolation at all recorded membrane voltages 

(Figure 5b). This suggests that density of voltage gated proton channels decreased on the 

monocyte membrane during their differentiation into macrophages.  The  results of the 

present study are  consistent with the results of a previous study in which  PMA induced 

differentiation of THP-1 monocytes was accompanied by a reduction in the density of 

voltage gated proton currents to half (16).  

 

The changes in proton currents observed during the differentiation of monocytes 

to monocyte derived dendritic cells were similar to changes seen during differentiation 

into macrophages. The monocytes when cultured in the presence of cytokines (GM-CSF, 

IL-4 and TNF-alpha) for 14 days showed progressive increase in cell size and developed 

processes resembling dendrites, suggesting differentiation into dendritic cells. However 

phenotypic assessment was not done. The cells became more difficult to patch as they 
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differentiated and on day 14 recording was not successful. There was a large increase in 

the cell capacitance as culture progressed; capacitance on day 10 was 10 times greater 

when compared to the day of isolation. The proton current amplitude increased 

progressively while the current density decreased. The changes were similar to changes 

seen during differentiation into macrophages. 

 

In phagocytic cells the activity of the enzyme NADPH oxidase that generates 

superoxide radicals and the activity of proton channels are found to be closely 

related(30). PMA induced activation of phagocytes activates NADPH oxidase and 

increases proton channel activity by enhancing gating of these channels. Cells in which 

NADPH expression is high show increased gating enhancement of proton currents during 

PMA activation.  

 

 Differences have been observed and reported between monocytes and 

macrophages in their capacity to generate superoxide radicals and efficiency to kill 

intracellular pathogens.  Monocyte-derived macrophages obtained by differentiation of 

monocytes in culture with autologous human serum were found to have a significantly 

lower capacity to generate superoxide radicals when compared to monocytes (36).  Also, 

the efficiency to kill intracellular pathogens is found to be lower in monocyte-derived 

macrophages compared to monocytes (33). However an increase in superoxide radical 

production was observed in monocyte derived macrophages when compared to 

monocytes in a different study(35). The observed decrease in proton current density on 

differentiation of monocytes to monocyte derived cells can be correlated to a certain 
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extent to the decreased capacity of macrophages and dendritic cells to produce 

superoxide radicals which has been reported earlier(36). However, to suggest a functional 

relationship with NADPH oxidase activity, study of PMA induced activation of proton 

currents in monocytes before and after differentiation in culture along with functional 

assay to detect NADPH oxidase activity would be required.   
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Conclusion: 

 

The proton currents in peripheral blood monocytes were characteristically similar 

to proton currents reported in other mammalian phagocytes in terms of their voltage 

dependence and gating kinetics. The currents recorded in peripheral blood monocytes 

were larger than those reported in THP-1 monocytes. The proton current density 

decreased during culture when the cells differentiated into macrophages or dendritic cells. 

The changes can be correlated to a certain extent to decreased NADPH oxidase in 

monocyte derived cells reported earlier, though a functional significance cannot be 

clearly stated with the experiments done in this study. 
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EFFECT OF CULTURE ON POTASSIUM CURRENTS IN 

LYMPHOCYTES 

 

 

Potassium channels in lymphocytes are responsible for the repolarization of 

membrane during lymphocyte activation. Repolarisation is necessary to maintain calcium 

influx which is central to lymphocyte activation. Since potassium channels play an 

important role in lymphocyte function, drugs that target the potassium channels have a 

promising future in the therapy of autoimmune diseases. One way to study the effect of 

any drug on potassium channel expression is to add the drug to cell cultures and study the 

currents by patch clamp technique. So it is necessary to study culture related changes, if 

any, on the potassium currents in lymphocytes so that effect of drugs could be clearly 

interpreted. Changes in potassium currents on lymphocyte activation and differentiation 

have been studied but effect of culture on potassium currents has not been reported. 

Effect of short term culture on potassium currents in lymphocytes was studied. 

 

 

Aims and Objectives 

 

Aim: 

To study the effect of culture on voltage gated potassium currents in lymphocytes. 
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Objective: 

To study the changes in current amplitude and density of voltage gated potassium 

currents in lymphocytes during different days of culture. 
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Materials and methods: 

 

Isolation of PBMCs: 

 

Isolation of peripheral blood monocytes was done as described in the previous 

section. 

 

Culture of peripheral blood mononuclear cells: 

 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC s) (1X 106 cells) were cultured in 2 

ml of RPMI containing 10% Fetal Bovine serum (FBS), 1000 U/ml 

Pencillin/Streptomycin, 2.5µg/ml of Amphotericin-B at 37 ºC in a humidified 5% CO2 

incubator for 7 days. Since the lymphocytes were not adherent to the dishes, harvesting 

was done by gentle flushing and pipetting out the contents of the dish. The cells were 

harvested and washed with PBS on day 1, 4 and 7. Patch clamp experiments were 

performed on lymphocytes which were visually identified.  

 

Isolation of lymphocytes from PBMCs: 

 

Lymphocytes were separated from the mononuclear cells by negative selection 

using a magnetic assisted cell sorter (MACS). Cell suspension of PBMCs in PBS with 
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EDTA (180 µL) was incubated with 20 µL anti CD14 coated magnetic beads. The cell 

suspension was then passed over a magnetic column. The bound cells (CD14+ cells 

which are monocytes) remain in the column whereas the unbound cells, which are the 

lymphocytes flow out of the column. The effluent cells (lymphocytes) were collected and 

used for further experiments. 

 

Culture of lymphocytes: 

 

Lymphocytes (1x106cells/mL) were cultured in RPMI–1640 media supplemented 

with 10% FBS, 100 U/mL pencillin/ streptomycin, 2.5 µg/mL amphotericin B and 

incubated in humidified 5% CO2 incubator at 37º C. The cells were harvested after 24 h 

or on day 5 of culture, washed with PBS and patch clamp experiments were performed. 

 

Patch clamp experiments: 

 

Voltage gated potassium currents were recorded by patch clamp technique in the 

whole cell configuration. Micropipettes were pulled using a vertical pipette puller so that 

the pipette resistances were between 3-5 MΩ. The pipettes were fire polished using a 

microforge and sylagarded near the tip to reduce the pipette capacitance. The cells were 

loaded on petridishes and the bath volume was made up to 2 mL with the bath solution.  
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Composition of bath solution: 

Chemical  Concentration 

(mmol/L) 

NaCl 140 mM 

KCl  4 mM 

CaCl2 2 mM 

Mg Cl2 1 mM 

Glucose  10 mM 

HEPES 10 mM 

Osmolarity 290 to 300 mosm/L 

pH titrated to 7.4 using NaOH 

 

Composition of pipette solution: 

Chemical  Concentration 

(mmol/L) 

KCl 140 

CaCl2 1 

EGTA 10  

HEPES 10  

Osmolarity  290 to300 mosm/L  

pH titrated to 7.2 using KOH 
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Protocols used: 

 

 Lymphocytes were patched and potassium currents were recorded in whole cell 

configuration by applying depolarizing pulses from  - 60mV to +80mV for 200 ms in 20 

mV increments from a holding potential of -80mV.  

 

 

 

The tail current reversal potential and sensitivity of outward currents to external 

tetraethylammonium (TEA, a potassium channel blocker) were determined to confirm 

that the currents were due to movement of potassium ions. Tail currents were recorded by 

applying a depolarizing pulse of +40 mV for 200 ms and then test pulses from -120 mV 

to -70 mV in 10mV increments. 
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Sensitivity of the currents to TEA was determined by adding TEA (10 mM) to the 

bath. Series resistance compensation of 60 to 70% was done for all recordings. Peak 

current amplitude was used for analysis. To determine the activation time constant (τact) 

the raw current tracings were fitted with a single exponential. The analysis was done 

using Clampfit 9.2 and IgorPro version 5.04B.  

 

Statistical analysis: 

 

The current densities and capacitance on different days of culture were compared 

using Mann Whitney U test. p<0.05 was considered to be significant. 
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Results: 

 

Voltage gated potassium currents in lymphocytes: 

 

Outward currents were recorded when depolarizing pulses were applied to the 

lymphocyte in whole cell configuration (Fig 8a). The currents activated at - 40 mV and 

developed with a sigmoidal time course. The currents also showed marked inactivation. 

Tail current analysis showed that the currents reversed close to the calculated equilibrium 

potential (EK) for potassium (-90mV) for the given solutions (Fig 9). Further, the currents 

were 50% inhibited with 10 mM TEA in the bath solution (Fig 10). The TEA sensitivity 

corroborates to those reported for voltage gated potassium currents in lymphocytes 

reported earlier(38). Hence these outward currents were considered to be potassium 

currents.  

 

The mean current density of potassium currents recorded from 14 cells was 

166.27±155.48 pA/pF. The currents showed a time dependent rundown (Fig 11) and 

saturated at voltages above +60 mV. The activation time constant (τact) decreased with 

increasing voltage.  The lymphocytes on activation by addition of 5 μg/ml 

phytohemagglutinin (PHA) to culture were larger than resting cells and showed increased 

current amplitude. The capacitance of resting cells was 1.71± 0.162 pF (n=5) while that 

of activated lymphocytes was 2.5 ± 0.44 pF (n=6). The current amplitude of resting cells 
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and activated cells were 249.51± 189.03 pA and 404.56 ± 262.44 pA (respectively) while 

the current densities were 141.4574 ± 101.7856 pA/pF and 160.1174 ± 101.2768 pA/pF 

(respectively). 

 

Changes in potassium currents during culture: 

 

Changes in potassium current amplitude during culture was studied initially in 

lymphocytes obtained from PBMC cultures. Activation of lymphocytes by macrophages 

which are present in PBMC cultures could lead to increase in potassium currents. Hence 

experiments were repeated with lymphocytes obtained from pure lymphocyte cultures. 

 

Changes in potassium currents in lymphocytes in PBMC cultures 

 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were cultured in RPMI medium for 7 days 

and cells were harvested on day 1, day 4 and day 7. Patch clamp experiments were 

performed on lymphocytes which were identified by their cell size and capacitance. The 

peak current current density increased progressively on day 1, 4 and 7 of culture when 

compared to day of isolation (Fig 12). 

 

Changes in potassium currents in lymphocytes in pure lymphocyte cultures 

 

Lymphocytes were obtained by negative selection using CD 14+ magnetic beads. 

Patch clamp experiments were performed on day 1 and day 5 of culture. The peak current 
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magnitude and current densities of voltage-gated potassium currents were significantly 

greater on day 5 of culture when compared to day 1 (Table 3) (Fig 13a, b). The cell 

capacitance on day 5 was not significantly different from that of day 1 which suggests 

that there was no increase in cell size (Fig 13c). The activation time constant on day 1 of 

culture was not different from day 5 of culture (Fig 14).  
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Discussion: 

 

The objective was to determine changes in voltage gated potassium currents that 

may occur during culture of lymphocytes without antigenic or mitogenic stimulation. 

Voltage gated potassium currents were recorded in lymphocytes by whole cell patch 

clamp technique and they were found to be similar to that described previously(37). The 

voltage dependence, kinetics and TEA sensitivity of the channels are consistent with 

those reported for n type potassium channels (Kv1.3) described in human lymphocytes. 

The currents showed a run down with time which could not be overcome by addition of 

ATP/GTP in the patch pipette. 

 

 Initially, lymphocytes obtained from PBMC cultures on different days were used 

to study the effect of culture on potassium currents. A significant and progressive 

increase in the potassium current density was observed. Since the PBMC cultures had 

monocytes in them, the chances of activation of lymphocytes could not be ruled out. 

Hence the experiments were repeated with lymphocytes obtained from pure lymphocyte 

culture and similar results were obtained. 

 

A significant increase in the potassium current density was found in lymphocytes 

on day 5 of culture when compared to day 1 (Fig 13b). Previous studies report an 

increase in voltage gated potassium currents due to lymphocyte activation on mitogenic 
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stimulation, while no change in these currents was observed in cells kept in culture for 20 

to 28 hrs without mitogen(77). In the present study a two fold increase in potassium 

current density in lymphocytes has been observed on day 5 of culture without antigen or 

mitogen when compared to day 1. The change in current density, which reflects the 

channel density on the cell membrane is probably not due to a change in the cell size 

since there was no change in the cell capacitance between day 1 and day 5. Also, the 

absence of significant change in cell capacitance precludes the possibility that the cells 

had undergone activation during culture because activation is accompanied by an 

increase in cell size (77,78).  

 

Differentiation of naïve lymphocytes to effector memory T cells on repeated 

antigenic stimulation during invitro culture has been reported to be accompanied by an 

increased expression of voltage gated potassium channels Kv1.3(40). Previous studies 

have also reported phenotypical and morphological changes in other cells types like 

dendritic cells and Langerhan’s cells during short term culture(79,80). Hence the increase 

in current density could have occurred due to increased expression of voltage gated 

potassium channels during culture possibly due to differentiation of lymphocytes under 

culture conditions. Further studies are required to assess whether the electrophysiological 

changes observed in lymphocytes during culture are accompanied by phenotypical and 

functional changes. 

 

  The effect of culture was studied mainly to facilitate the interpretation of drug 

effects on potassium channel expression in lymphocytes. The observation that culture 
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environment itself leads to changes in potassium currents should be kept in mind when 

studying effect of drugs on ion channels by adding them to cell cultures. Lymphocytes 

are now being cultured in vitro for research and clinical purposes including cell based 

therapies for viral infections (81) and cancer(82). The changes in electrophysiological 

characteristics in culture can have functional consequences since voltage gated potassium 

channels play a central role in lymphocyte activation. Hence the possibility that 

functional changes could occur in the lymphocytes while maintaining them in culture 

should be considered when using lymphocytes for research and clinical purposes. 
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Conclusion: 

 

A significant increase in the voltage gated potassium currents occur when 

lymphocytes are maintained in culture for few days. Change in electrophysiological 

characteristics can lead to functional changes in the lymphocytes and it should be 

considered when culturing lymphocytes in vitro for research and clinical use. 
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EFFECT OF ASCORBIC ACID ON ION CHANNELS IN 

PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS 

 

 

Vitamin C is known to have effects on the function of immune cells such as 

lymphocytes, monocytes and neutrophils. The mechanism of action of the vitamin is not 

very clear in these cell types. One of the ways in which immunomodulants exert its effect 

is to alter the expression of ion channels. The following set of experiments was done to 

determine whether ascorbic acid affects expression of the ion channels that were studied 

in PBMC s when added to cell cultures. Channel expression was studied by measuring 

the currents by patch clamp technique since current density corresponds to channel 

density on the membrane.  Assay to determine lymphocyte function was also done to 

correlate the effects on channel function with the cell function. 

 

 

Aims and Objectives: 

 

Aim: 

To study the effect of ascorbic acid on ion channels in PBMC s during culture. 
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Objectives: 

 

1. To study changes in voltage gated potassium currents in lymphocytes when 

cultured in medium containing ascorbic acid.  

2. To study the effect of ascorbic acid on T lymphocyte function by assaying IL-2 

levels in PBMC cultures. 

3. To study the changes in voltage gated proton currents in human monocytes when 

cultured in the presence of ascorbic acid. 
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Materials and methods: 

 

Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs): 

 

Isolation of PBMC s was done by Ficoll gradient centrifugation as described in 

the previous section. 

 

Culture of lymphocytes: 

 

PBMCs (1x106cells/ml) were cultured for 48 h in RPMI-1640 medium 

supplemented with 10% FBS. To study the effect of ascorbic acid on voltage gated 

potassium currents, the cells were cultured with or without 0.125 mM ascorbic acid for 

48 hrs. The cells were harvested, washed with PBS and patch clamp experiments were 

performed on lymphocytes that were visually identified. 

 

Culture of monocytes: 

 

Monocytes were isolated from PBMCs by positive selection using CD-14 

magnetic beads as described in the previous section. Monocytes (2.5 x105cells/ ml) were 

cultured for 48 h in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS. To study the 

effect of ascorbic acid on voltage gated proton currents, the cells were cultured with or 
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without 0.25 mM ascorbic acid for 48 hrs. The cells were harvested, washed with PBS 

and patch clamp experiments were performed. 

 

Measurement of IL-2 secretion by ELISA: 

 

To study the effect of ascorbic acid on IL-2 secretion, PBMC s were activated 

with addition of 5µg/ml of phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (Sigma) to cultures in the 

presence or absence of different concentrations of ascorbic acid (0.125mM, 0.25,  

0.5mM, 1mM). At the end of the incubation, the cultures were harvested, centrifuged and 

the supernatant was collected and frozen in aliquots. The concentration of IL-2 was 

measured using a Enzyme Linked Immuno Sorbent Assay (ELISA) kit (BD biosciences). 

 

Patch clamp experiments: 

 

Lymphocytes were visually selected from the PBMC population by their small 

diameter and capacitance (ranging from 1to 2pF).Patch clamp experiments were 

performed in whole cell configuration and voltage gated potassium currents were 

recorded in control and test cells. The bath solution for experiments had 140 mM NaCl, 4 

mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM glucose and 10 mM HEPES. The pipette 

solution had 140 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 10 mM EGTA and 10 mM HEPES. 

 

 To record proton currents in monocytes the bath solution had 60 mM CsCl, 100 

mM HEPES, 2 mM CaCl2, 1mM EGTA, 10 mM glucose and the pH was titrated to 7.5. 
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The pipette solution had 35 mM CsCl, 100 mM MES, 3 mM MgCl2, 1mM EGTA, 10 

mM glucose. 60 to 70 % series resistance compensation was done for all recordings. 

 

Statistical analysis: 

 

The IL-2 secretion in cultures with different concentration of ascorbic acid was 

compared by one way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc analysis. The current densities in 

control and test cells cultured with ascorbic acid were compared using Mann Whitney U 

test. p<0.05 was considered significant. 
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Results: 

 

The objectives of this set of experiments were to determine the effect of ascorbic 

acid on the two ion channels studied in PBMC s and correlate it with the cell function. 

However functional assay for monocyte was not done. Functional assay for lymphocyte 

function was done on cells cultured in media containing 4 different concentrations of 

ascorbic acid (0.125 mM, 0.25 mM, 0.5 mM, 1mM). To study the effect of ascorbic acid 

on potassium currents in lymphocytes during culture similar concentrations were tried. 

However, patching was possible only in cells cultured in the lowest concentration of 

ascorbic acid. At higher concentrations of ascorbic acid in culture the morphology of the 

lymphocytes appeared irregular and the cells were difficult to patch. Effect of ascorbic 

acid on monocyte proton currents was studied at a single concentration (0.25 mM). 

 

Effect of ascorbic acid on potassium currents in lymphocytes during culture: 

 

To study the effect of potassium currents in lymphocytes during culture, cells 

were cultured in the presence or absence of 0.125 mM AA. Potassium currents were 

recorded after 48 hrs in controls and cells cultured with ascorbic acid. The mean current 

density of potassium currents recorded from cells cultured for 48 hrs in the presence of 

0.125 mM ascorbic acid was not significantly different from that of cells (n=6) cultured 

in the absence of ascorbic acid (Fig 15). 
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Effect of ascorbic acid on lymphocyte function 

 

Functional assay to determine the effect of ascorbic acid on T lymphocyte 

function was done to correlate the changes in channel function to the cell function. This 

was done by assaying IL-2 levels in cell culture supernatants after stimulation of PBMCs 

with mitogen in culture in the presence of different concentrations of ascorbic acid.  It 

was found that ascorbic acid caused significant inhibition of IL-2 production in PBMC 

cultures in all the concentrations tested (p<0.05) (Fig 16).  

 

Effect of ascorbic acid on proton currents in monocytes: 

 

To study the effect of ascorbic acid the monocytes were cultured with or without 

0.25 mM AA for 3 days.  The proton current density of monocytes cultured with 0.25 

mM AA was not different from those of controls (Fig 17). 
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Discussion:  

 

Modulation of ion channel function by drugs has potential applications in the 

treatment of various diseases (83). While emphasis is on the research on small molecules 

that targets the channel activity directly, modulation of channel expression by drugs is 

also reported(6,51,52,84).  The objective of this set of experiments was to study whether 

ascorbic acid when present in cultures altered channel expression and hence the currents, 

which were studied in PBMC s. Functional assay for lymphocyte function was also 

carried out to correlate it with its effect on potassium channels. 

 

Ascorbic acid has been shown to have effects on lymphocyte (58–60,85) and 

macrophage function(86). Supplementation of ascorbic acid in vivo had a positive effect 

on lymphocyte function (58,59) while most studies in which ascorbic acid was added to 

lymphocyte cultures showed inhibition of cell function(60,85). Ascorbic acid when used 

to stabilize dopamine in a study done to determine dopamine’s effect on T cell function, 

was found to inhibit T cell proliferation  by inhibiting Kv1.3 currents(66).  

 

The purpose was to investigate whether the effect on cell function could be due to 

the effect of the vitamin on ion channel expression. The effect of ascorbic on lymphocyte 

function was assessed by assaying IL-2 secretion in cultures after mitogenic stimulation. 

It was found that ascorbic acid produced a dose dependent inhibition in interleukin -2 
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secretion. The invitro effect of ascorbic acid observed corroborates with those reported 

earlier(60,85). Ascorbic acid has been found to decrease cytokine secretion, 

lymphoproliferative capacity and T cell survival when present in high concentration in T 

cell cultures(87). 

  

To investigate if the observed results in lymphocyte function are due to the effect 

of ascorbic acid on potassium currents, patch clamp experiments were done in PBMC s 

cultured in the ascorbic acid for 48 hrs and in control cells cultured without ascorbic acid. 

Though attempt was made to perform patch clamp experiments on PBMC s cultured in 

different concentrations of ascorbic acid, cells cultured in the presence of high 

concentrations of ascorbic acid were difficult to patch. Potassium currents were recorded 

in lymphocytes cultured in the presence of 0.125 mM AA for 48 hrs and in control cells. 

There was no significant difference in the amplitude of potassium currents between 

control and test cells at concentration of 0.125 mMAA, though at the same concentration 

there was almost 50% inhibition in IL-2 secretion (Fig 16). Similarly no change in proton 

current amplitude was detected in monocytes cultured with and without ascorbic acid. 

 

The observations made in the present study indicates that ascorbic acid when 

added to cell cultures does not affect the currents that were studied in PBMC s. Effects of 

ascorbic acid directly on channel function and also on channel expression has been 

reported earlier. Ascorbic acid was found to block Kv1.3 currents in mouse 

encephalitogenic T cells(66). Ascorbic acid modulated ion channel function directly in 

neurons. Vitamin C inhibited the transient calcium channels(67), delayed rectifier and 
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transient outward currents(68) in neurons. Vitamin C induced expression of CFTR 

channels, aquaporins, epithelial sodium channels and sodium potassium ATP ase in 

septic mice(88).  

 

In the present study no significant change was observed in the currents that were 

studied in lymphocytes and monocytes when ascorbic acid was added to cell cultures. 

The effect of the vitamin on the function of these cells may not be due to its effect on the 

expression of ion channels that were studied.  Nevertheless it cannot be conclusively 

stated since cells grown in the presence of higher concentrations of ascorbic acid were 

difficult to patch. Also assays for mRNA and protein expression needs to be done to 

derive conclusions regarding channel expression in addition to patch clamp experiments 

that were done in this study. 
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Conclusion: 

 

The inhibition of lymphocyte function by ascorbic acid does not correlate with the 

effect on voltage gated potassium currents when added to cell cultures at the 

concentration tested. Hence we conclude that inhibition of lymphocyte function by 

ascorbic acid may not be primarily due to effect on the voltage gated potassium channel 

expression. Similarly no effect was found on the proton current amplitude in monocytes 

when ascorbic acid was added to cell cultures. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

The following conclusions can be derived from the experiments done in the present 

study. 

 The density of voltage gated proton currents decreased significantly when 

monocytes differentiated into macrophages and dendritic cells in culture. This can 

be related to the decreased respiratory burst activity in the monocyte derived cells 

reported previously, since NADPH oxidase activity is closely related to proton 

channel function. 

 

 Density of voltage gated potassium currents in lymphocytes increased during 

culture. The changes observed in potassium currents during culture could be 

associated with functional changes in lymphocytes since potassium channels play 

important role in lymphocyte activation. 

 

 No change was observed in potassium currents in lymphocytes and proton 

currents in monocytes when ascorbic acid was present in the culture medium in 

supraphysiological concentrations. Hence the effect of ascorbic acid on the 

function of these cells is probably not due to its effect on the expression of the ion 

channels studied. 
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SCOPE FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Functional implications of the observed changes in the currents recorded in 

PBMC s during culture could be studied by performing functional assays for lymphocyte 

and monocyte function.  

 

Modulation of ion channel expression by drugs that act as immunomodulants can 

be studied by adding them to cell cultures and the results interpreted in the light of the 

present observation of changes in currents during culture. 



 

FIGURES AND TABLES 
Fig. 1 a) Voltage gated proton currents recorded from a human peripheral blood 

monocyte using rectangular voltage pulses. VHold =-80mV; test potentials range from -

20mV to +60mV at 20mV increments. b) Recording made from the same cell after 

addition of 0.5mM ZnCl2 shows inhibition of outward currents (Filtered at 1 kHz) 

(Voltage protocol is shown as inset). 

 



 

Fig. 2 a) The current-voltage relationship of a representative proton current recording in a 

human monocyte. The activation threshold of proton currents was found to be around -

30mV at a bath pH (pHo) of 7.5 and internal pH (pHi) of 6.0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 2 b) The conductance-voltage relationship of the proton channels in peripheral blood 

monocytes. The solid line with markers represents the conductance as calculated from the 

data shown in the previous graph. The dotted line represents the sigmoid fit of the g-V 

curve. The conductance increases in a sigmoid fashion with membrane depolarization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 3 A representative tail current-voltage relationship of proton currents obtained from 

a human monocyte on the day of isolation, showing reversal near -70mV. The membrane 

was held at -80mV and depolarized to 0mV. Test pulses ranging from -100mV to -40mV 

at 10 mV increments were applied.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 4 Capacitance of monocytes recorded on the day of isolation, third and sixth days 

during differentiation in culture into monocyte derived macrophages. The values are 

given as mean±SD. The cells had grown significantly larger during the culture as seen by 

their increase in cell capacitance. (n = 11 on day 0; n = 8 on day 3 and n = 6 on day 6). 

*p<0.001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 5 a) The relationship between absolute current magnitude of proton currents and 

membrane voltage at day 0, 3 and 6 during differentiation in culture to monocyte derived 

macrophages. The currents recorded on day 3 and 6 were significantly larger than those 

recorded on the day of isolation. Proton currents were recorded with pHo = 7.5 and pHi  = 

6.0. (n = 11 on day 0; n = 8 on day 3 and n = 6 on day 6). 

 

 
 

Table 1 a) Absolute current amplitude of voltage gated proton currents in monocytes 

recorded at different voltages on different days of culture expressed in pA. 

Voltage 
(mV) 

day 0  (Mean ±SD) day 3 (Mean ±SD) day 6 (Mean ±SD) 

-20 62.2836 ±39.0457 76.2177 ± 26.1108 89.8234  ± 31.3151 

0 173.451 ±92.8529 260.62 ± 105.874 249.379 ± 84.5583 

20 300.404 ±143.52 474.548 ±  197.438 459.951 ± 125.969 

40 418.202±197.452 672.836 ± 286.438 630.595 ± 154.71 

60 510.781±241.795 849.075 ± 365.812 772.044  ± 180.967 

 



 

Fig. 5 b) The relationship between proton current density and membrane voltage on three 

different days (day of isolation, 3 and 6) during differentiation in culture to monocyte 

derived macrophages. The current density showed significant reduction on day 3 and day 

6 of culture as compared to the day of isolation (p<0.05 with Mann-Whitney U test). 

 
Table 1 b) Current density of voltage gated proton currents in monocytes recorded at 
different voltages on different days of culture expressed in pA/pF. * p<0.05 
 
 
Voltage 
(mV) 

 Day 0   (Mean ± SD)       Day 3  (Mean  ± SD)      Day 6  (Mean ± SD) 

-20 13.91182 ± 6.490281 6.1825  ± 1.942802* 
 

4.308538  ±1.652536* 

0 38.08258 ± 15.00098 20.98054 ± 7.479086 * 
 

12.01248 ± 4.500957* 
 

20 66.26895  ± 22.20362 38.15439 ± 13.87792 * 
  

22.13858 ± 7.072779* 
 

40 92.49797 ± 30.00696 54.01531± 19.91685* 
 

30.35352 ± 9.053683 * 
  

60 113.3164   ± 37.03224 68.05405 ±25.07178* 
 

37.15849 ± 10.82677* 

 



 

Fig. 6 Activation and deactivation time constants of proton currents in monocytes during 

culture. The time constants were obtained by fitting raw current tracings with a single 

exponential curve. The y-axes are shown in logarithmic scale.  

 

a) The relationship between activation time constant of proton currents and membrane 

voltage on day 0, 3 and 6 during the culture. Data shown as mean±SD. Activation was 

observed to be faster with progressive membrane depolarization as shown by a decrease 

in activation time constant. No significant difference in channel activation was observed 

during culture. (n = 11 on day 0; n = 8 on day 3 and n = 6 on day 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 6 b) The tail current time constants plotted against membrane voltage. The figure 

shows 3 representative data from day 0, day 3 and day 6 of culture. Deactivation time 

constant increased with progressive membrane depolarization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 7 a) Current amplitude of voltage gated proton currents in monocyte derived 

dendritic cells recorded on the day of isolation, third, sixth and tenth day of culture. The 

absolute current amplitude was greater on day 3, day 6 and day 10 when compared to the 

day of isolation. (* p<0.05) 

 

 

 
 

Table 2 a) Absolute current amplitude of voltage gated proton currents recorded at +60 

mV in monocyte derived dendritic cells on different days of culture. Values are expressed 

as mean ± SD. * p<0.05 

 

Day of culture  Current amplitude in pA 

Day of isolation (n=10) 505.3406 ± 115.7413 
 

Day 3 (n=7) 1201.695 ± 573.0439 * 
 

Day 6 (n=7) 1440.996 ± 555.0039 * 

Day 10 (n=4) 3186.188 ±  693.0746 * 

 



 

Fig. 7 b) Cell capacitance of monocyte derived dendritic cells recorded on the day of 

isolation, third, sixth and tenth day of culture. The cell capacitance increased 

progressively on day 3, day 6 and day 10 of culture when compared to the day of 

isolation (* p<0.05). 

 

 

 
 

Table 2 b)  Cell capacitance values of monocyte derived dendritic cells on different days 

of culture. Values are expressed as mean ± SD. * p<0.05 

Day of culture  Capacitance in pF 

Day of isolation (n=10) 4.637 ± 0.870199 

Day 3 (n=7) 11.80714 ± 1.413456 * 
 

Day 6 (n=7) 24.7 ± 5.553978 * 

Day 10 (n=4) 50.475  ±  2.025463*   

 



 

Fig. 7 c) Current density of voltage gated proton currents in monocyte derived dendritic 

cells recorded on the day of isolation, third , sixth and tenth day of culture. A significant 

decrease in the current density was seen on day 6 and day 10 of culture when compared 

to the day of isolation (* p<0.05) 

 

 

 
 

Table 2 c) Current density of voltage gated proton currents recorded at +60 mV in 

monocyte derived dendritic cells on different days of culture. Values are expressed as 

mean ± SD. * p<0.05 

 

Day of culture  Current density in pA/pF 

Day of isolation (n=10) 113.8277 ± 40.2119 
 

Day 3 (n=7) 100.7603 ± 38.36908  
 

Day 6 (n=7) 59.21723 ± 22.896 * 

Day 10 (n=4) 63.75346 ±  19.15401 * 
 

 



 

Fig. 8 Voltage gated potassium currents recorded from a lymphocyte on day 1 (a) and 

day 5 (c) of culture in whole cell patch clamp configuration by applying depolarising 

pulses from -60 mV to +80 mV for 200 ms at 20 mV increments every 20 s, from a 

holding potential of -80 mV (voltage protocol is shown as an inset). Peak current - 

voltage relationship of voltage gated potassium currents (mean±SD) from 7 cells 

recorded on day 1(b) and day 5 (d) of culture. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

Fig. 9 Tail current-voltage relationship of voltage gated potassium currents in 

lymphocytes. Representative current - voltage relationship of the tail currents in 

lymphocytes recorded by applying a depolarising pulse of +40 mV for 200 ms and test 

pulses from -120 mV to -70 mV in 10 mV increments for 20 s. The currents reverse at -

90 mV which is close to the calculated equilibrium potential of potassium (EK) for the 

given solutions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

Fig. 10 Peak current - voltage relationship of the potassium currents in lymphocytes 

before and after addition of TEA (10 mM) to the bath solution. 50% reduction in the peak 

current amplitude was seen at +80 mV after addition of TEA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 11 Time dependent tracing of potassium currents in lymphocytes showing rundown 

of the current amplitude. Successive tracings were recorded at an interval of 2 minutes. 
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Fig. 12 Peak current density of voltage gated potassium currents recorded in lymphocytes 

on day 0, 1, 4 and 7 of culture of peripheral blood mononuclear cells. The current density 

was found to increase progressively on day 1, day 4 and day 7 of culture when compared 

to the day of isolation (* p<0.05) (n=6 on all days). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 13 a) Peak current amplitude of voltage gated potassium currents recorded on day 1 

(n=7) and day 5 of culture (n=7) in lymphocytes. An increase in peak current amplitude 

was seen on day 5 when compared to day 1.   b) Peak current densities recorded on day 1 

and on day 5 of culture of lymphocytes. The peak current density increased on day 5 

(n=7) of culture when compared to day 1 (n=7). c) The cell capacitance on day 5 of 

culture (n=7) was not significantly different from day 1(n=7). All data shown as mean ± 

SD. * p<0.05 

 

 
Table 3 Peak current amplitude and current densities of voltage gated potassium currents 

in lymphocytes recorded at +60 mV on day 1 and day 5 of culture expressed as mean ± 

SD. 

 

Day of culture Current in pA Capacitance in pF Current density in pA/pF 

Day 1 398.5596   ±  147.2021 1.561429 ± 0.337709  228.1251 ± 89.39733 

Day 5 694.3621 ± 221.4462 * 1.837143 ± 0.549809  468.9699 ± 192.0743* 

 

a 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  



 

Fig. 14 Activation time constant of voltage gated potassium currents on day 1 and day 5 

of culture. Activation time constants decreased with increasing voltage. No significant 

difference was found between the activation time constants on day 1 and day 5 of culture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 15 Current densities of voltage gated potassium currents in lymphocytes 48 hrs after 

culture with and without 0.125 mM ascorbic acid. There was no significant difference in 

the current density in cells cultured with (n=6) and without (n=7) ascorbic acid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 16 Normalized IL-2 levels secreted by PBMCs after activation with 

phytohemagglutinin (PHA) for 48 hrs in the presence of different concentrations of 

ascorbic acid (n=5). A significant and dose dependent inhibition in IL-2 secretion was 

found at all the concentrations of ascorbic acid tested (* p<0.05). 
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Fig. 17 Current densities of voltage gated proton currents in monocytes 48 hrs after 

culture with (n=7) and without (n=7) 0.25 mM ascorbic acid. There was no significant 

difference in the proton current densities in monocytes cultured with and without ascorbic 

acid. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

Plate 1 Light Microscopic picture (20X)of Monocyte derived dentritic cell 

on day 10 of culture. 

 

 

 



 

 

Plate 2 Light Microscopic picture (20X)of Monocyte derived dentritic cell 

on day 14 of culture. 
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